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Nobu 

"Sushi Treats Et Al"

Located near prime shopping destinations, shopaholics will love Nobu-sit

back and give your weary soles a rest here. The menu offers an eclectic

range of fusion dishes. Come by to feast on a combination of Japanese-

Peruvian food. The space is divided into two levels. You can choose to sit

back and sip on your favorite cocktail at the bar downstairs, or dine at the

restaurant upstairs. Once seated, gorge on the various sushi and sashimi

options on offer.

 +39 02 7231 8645  www.armani.com/en-us/experience/

armani-restaurant/nobu-milan

 Via Manzoni 31, Milan
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Bice 

"Smart Set's Favourite"

Situated in a choice spot at the heart of Milan's chic shopping district (Via

Montenapoleone, Via della Spiga, Via Manzoni and Piazza San Babila),

this legendary restaurant, initially a popular lunchtime venue for

downtown industrialists and bankers, became a big favorite with Milan's

smart set during the 1980s. Little has changed since then and the

restaurant remains high profile. Bice's menu features a selection of

sublime soups, risottos, pastas and meat dishes.

 +39 02 7600 2572  www.bicemilano.it/  reservations@bicemilano.it  Via Borgospesso 12, Milan
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El Brellin 

"Romance In The Air"

Spread across two floors, El Brellin exudes romance right from its

waterside location to its elegant interiors. Set in an 18th-century building,

it retains its old worldly charm with its polished decor, candle lights, a

fireplace and crisp white tablecloths. This cafe and restaurant is known for

its delightful Milanese or Lombardy cuisine albeit with their own creative

twists that will surely wow you. Whether you dine inside or in the lovely

garden, the whimsical setting of this place makes it one of the most

preferred restaurants in town for a romantic meal. The restaurant also

offers business lunches and happy hours for their patrons. Reservations

are highly recommended.

 +39 02 5810 1351  www.brellin.com/  info@brellin.com  Alzaia Naviglio 14, Grande,

Milan
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Giannino 

"Temple of Tradition"

Giannino is a temple of Italian traditional haute cuisine, where you can

relax assured of the fact that this is an excellent quality restaurant. Belle

epoque rooms create a sophisticated atmosphere while perfect service

makes this high-end diner worth a visit. If you go there for lunch don't take

your car: parking can be really hard, since the little parking lot just outside

is always full. Customers can be assured that anything on the menu is first-

class, from home-made pastas to seafood, from desserts to wines. Their

specialties include saffron risotto, turbot with laurel and sweet garlic

sauce, and the cream and apricot dessert. One special suggestion is the

classic Cotoletta alla milanese: Giannino's version is sublime.

 +39 02 3651 9520  www.gianninoristorante.it/  info@gianninoristorante.it  Via Vittor Pisani 6, Milan
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Il Luogo di Aimo e Nadia 

"Italian Dining At Its Best"

Il Luogo di Aimo e Nadia has raised the standards of Italian gastronomy

since its establishment in 1962. The cuisine features a subtle nuance of

authentic and modern Italian flavors that are a treat to the palate. Choose

from a collection of fine wines that is sure to please the most

sophisticated of palates. The kitchen is helmed by chefs Alessandro

Negrini and Fabio Pisani who carry forward the tradition of the original

culinary maestros, Aimo and Nadia Moroni. The interiors are bathed in

white and feature gracefully set tables. The tasting menu is

recommended.

 +39 02 41 6886  www.illuogoaimoenadia.c

om/en/

 info@aimoenadia.com  Via Privata Raimondo

Montecuccoli 6, Milan
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